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Presenter - Sophisticated On -Air Control Suite
All The Features Demanded By Talent, Engineering & Management

Make the switch to Presenter - We'll convert your Audio & Data for free!
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The compact E-1 Control Surface C le

and associated ip88cb Console Aud.
provide all the networked control, m. g; and
I/O needed for small to mid-sizectis  ios at a
price comparable to similar siz d andalone

analog consoles. The E-1 feature integrated
LCD Monitor for metering and cot I, a stream-

lined user interface with passes rd protected
access to complex functions i LCD display

and touchpad, and 4 Main Mi usses as well
as Control Room and Studio nitor outputs

with selectable sources from th udio netw
Complex Mix Minus setups ar made ple

thanks to per channel Mix Minus outpu with
selectable reference mix and talkback interrupt.

You also get auto switching between off line
Mix and on line Mix Minus per channel. The E-1
features 99 show presets and a programmable

per -channel A -B Source/Select switch which
emulates traditional broadcast consoles.
Of course the E-1 will work just fine with

Wheatstone TDM products, too! Completely
made in the USA and available TODAY!

E IRCONTDL SURFACE- I CONSOLE

_a

 Digital Control Surface in
new compact frame

 Integrated LCD Monitor for
metering and control

 Monitor / Channel Display
area is angled for better
ergonomics and display
view

 Streamlined user interface
with password protected
access to complex
functions via LCD
display and touchpad

 4 Main Mix Busses
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 Control Room and Studio
Monitor Outputs with
selectable sources from
Audio Network

 Per Channel Mix Minus
Output with Selectable
Reference Mix and
Talkback Interrupt.

_Complex Mix Minus
setups made simple.

 Auto Switching between
Off Line Mix and On Lin
Mix Minus per channe

 99 Show Presets

 Incredible new price!
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With the brand new ip88cb Console Audio Blade, a complete standalone/
lP-Networkabie Wheatstone console is well within the mach of any studio.
And with the integrated LCD monitor, all functions am immediately

viewable and editable with no additional hardware needed.
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Connect and Drive It Home.
NEW! BlueDriver Gives You Hole -In -One Bluetooth Wireless Wherever You Are!

Every remote is a challenge. Whether it's sports, a
breaking news story or a natural disaster, you've got to
be ready for anything. With BlueDriver, from JK Audio,
you are prepared.

BlueDriver-F3: This is the business half of our popilar
BluePack. Plugged into the bottom of a mic, and paired
to your cell phone, you get better than cell phone quality
audio in a package that allows very quick setup and
portability for live unfolding news coverage. Or...

Plugged into the output of a mixer, and paired to a cell
phone, you've turned any mixer into a remote broadcast
console or added redundancy to your existing remote
transmission.

BlueDriver-M3: Plugged into the input of your mixer
and paired to a cell phone, you can take callers into your
broadcast, even during a live remote. Or take a call from
your partner who is across town or out in the parking lot.

The uses for BlueDriver are virtually limitless. Next time
you're covering a remote, make sure you're carrying
a BlueDriver.

I
TOOLS FOR SUCCESSFUL BROADCASTS

rLU4 rive F3 cyrro vow(
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Intro Airy /Arnir
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BlueDriver i3 and BlueDriver M3 are used independently and sold separately

ilkaudio.com

JK Audio, Inc. Sandwich, IL 60548 USA Toll Free: 800-552-8346  Tel: 815-786-2929  Fax: 815-786-8502  info@jkaudio.com
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STL and Audio Distribution
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Low cost IP audio STLs and
audio distribution
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2RU Commander G3 Rack Codec

IP. 3G, PCTS, ISJN. X.21, satellite. STL
and audio distribution

A Tieline Codec for every Occasion
Not sure which to choose? Visit www.tieline.com/videos

Remote Broadcasting and Newsgathering

$2,550

Commander G3
Audio over IP/3G, POTS, ISDN.
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Report -IT Live

Make live broadcasts from your
iPhone** to a studio Tieline Codec

with the Report -IT Live APP

in Available on the
App Store
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Currents Online Selected headlines from the past month.

Arbitron Unveils PPM 360
Arbitron calls the new devices a "sleeker, smarter audience measurement solution" that fits "consumers'
on -the -go lifestyles."

Tieline Releases Free iPhone Report -IT Application
The free version, called Report -IT Lite, has many of the full version's features.

Comrex Access and Bric-Link Connect with iPhone
Media5 Fone is a SIP client softphone app that runs on the Apple iPhone or iPod iTouch.

Is HD Radio Coming to the iPhone?
An Apple patent application has HD Radio at its core, leading us to believe that the next versions of
the iPhone and iPod Touch should have HD Radio tuners installed.

Digital Alert Systems Integrates EAS Into WideOrbit for Automation
The pairing of the two systems is designed to streamline operations, prevent emergency alert step -on
insertion over advertiser material and produce a more polished and sophisticated on -air product.

Genachowski Asks for Bigger 2011 FCC Budget
The 2011 budget proposal is an increase of approximately $19.4 million over 2010.

WKSU Adds HD -4 Stream
WKSU is the first public radio station and the second in the country to add a fourth HD Radio multicast stream.

Find the mic
and win!

Tell us where you think the mic icon is placed
on this issue's cover and you could win a

prize courtesy of Hosa.

We'll award a
different prize

from Hosa each
month during

2010.

This month,
enter to win

Hosa HDC-800
headphones.

Enter by August 10. Send your entry to

radio@penton.com
Include your name, job title, company name,

mailing address and phone number.

www.hosatech.com
No purchase necessary.

For complete rules, go to RadioMagOnline.com.

New Owner for RF Specialties of Texas
Dan Sessler, recently retired from Harris, has purchased the
equipment dealership from Don Jones.

Site Features
Digital Radio Update Twice a Month

Stay up to date with the source of digital audio broad-
casting news and information. The coverage extends to
DRM, satellite radio and more. Subscribe today.

And New Products Extra!, Too
Our twice -monthly newsletter is all about new products. Sub-
scribe today and always know about the latest tools.

Advertiser Links
Web links to the advertisers in the July issue.

Industry Events
The Radio magazine Industry Events section lists upcoming
conventions and conferences.

Facebook, Twitter, and RSS
All the content at RadioMagOnline.com is available through
Facebook, Twitter or as an RSS feed.
 facebook.com/RadioMagazine
 twitter.com/RadioMagazine
 RadioMagOnline.com/rssfeeds
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REirj6tATION
more support. more reliability. more warranty.

Nautel is celebrating the return of

summer with the return of its 5 year

warranty promotion. All transmitters sold

and shipped June-August, 2010 will

include a FREE 5 YEAR WARRANTY.

Please contact your Nautel representative

for more information.

See what more looks like

nautei
Making Digital Radio Work

at nautel.comiwarranty
+1 902 823 5131
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Riding high
on optimism

Over the past month, several radio ad revenue reports have been
released that show promising news for our industry and the economy
in general. The reports all show that radio ad revenues will increase

over the next few years. Granted, these predictions come after some of the
lowest revenue periods we have seen in recent memory, so it's not hard to
expect some improvement. Still, the numbers being touted offer some financial

and emotional relief for radio.
Two reports from BIA Kelsey and SNL Kagan

both show increases, although their numbers don't

agree. BIA expects 2010 revenues to increase
3.7 percent from 2009, while SNL predicts 6.4
percent. Either way, it's an improvement we can all
appreciate. The longer term outlook shows these
numbers to steadily increase as well.

The Radio Advertising Bureau posted a statistic
that agrees with these predictions. The RAB
says that first quarter 2010 revenues were 6
percent higher than the previous quarter. This

Your Story Is Out There.
Grab It LIVE with ACCESS!
In Chile, it was business as usual for the BIO-B10 LA Radio team. They'd been usirg
ACCESS to cover the presidential elections as well as international broadcasts of the
Libertadores Cup from Argentina, Brazil and Venezuela. Then tragedy struck in the
form of a devastating earthquake. The team was there, with journalist Maria Carrasco
reporting live as well as working with the police to help enable communications using ' _

a Comrex ACCESS.

Whether it's business usual or providing essential coverage of breoking news, you can
always be where the story is. And you don't need a full crew to grab it. Wherever you
are, you can be live on the air, creating pinpoint, relevant programming that keeps on
ever-growing number of listeners glued to their radios.

ACCESS PORTABLE lets you send studio -quality live audio, real time to an
ACCESS RACK at your studio over POTS, DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi, 3G cellular
(EVDO/UMTS), 4G WiMax, satellite and more to make any remote
broadcast really stand out.

There's nothing more immediate than local- connect with your audience
from anywhere with the easy to use, handheld ACCESS PORTABLE!

IP  3G  W, F.  4G  BGAN  VSAT  PSTN  DSL

4,4^6.CCSSD
STEREO BRIC IP CODEC

THE ULTIMATE TOOL FOR
REMOTE BROADCAST

www.comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA Tel: 978-784-1776  Fax: 978-784-1717  Toll Free 800-237-1776  e-mail: info@comrex.com



VIEWPOINT
is the highest quarter -to -quarter increase since
the third quarter of 2000.

With revenue numbers looking up, some ad-
ditional good news was released after the 2010
NAB Show from the International Association
of Broadcasting Manufacturers. It conducted a
survey that shows that broadcast manufacturers
have a positive view of their business futures. In
the study, 74 percent of the survey respondents
anticipate better business in 2011 than in 2009.
Of those, 47 percent are already reporting better
order volumes than expected. And the sales are
healthy: 78 percent of manufacturers said they
maintained or increased their prices over the
last quarter. In other words, the sales increases
are not inflated by lower selling prices.

It's good news for stations and manufac-
turers alike.

I talk to lots of station engineers on a regular
basis. They are aware of the revenue predictions
and many have said they are seeing economic
improvements at their own stations. But with the
happy news comes a sense of a caution. It was
a hard and fast fall when the decline hit, and it's
a slow and steady rise to recovery. After working
on financial reserves for an extended period,
many stations want to rebuild those reserves
before returning to business as usual.

The engineers I talk to are stretched thin.

They have been doing more with less for some
time, and the expected financial relief shows
promise, but it's not Gully here yet. For many sta-
tions, projects that were put on hold are being
restarted, although in many cases it's not because
of financial recovery but rather necessity: The
improvement was put off as long as possible
and it just has to be done. Whatever the reason,
t's helping the manufacturers.
And because radio is such a close-knit ndustry,

recovery in one area spurs recovery in nothe-.
With the heavy burden falling behina us, we
can focus on the future again.

Radio bounces back. It always has.

What's your opinion? Sera it to radiogRadiovfagOnlirncom
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Transmission line
maintenance By Jeremy Ruck, PE

Transmission line is one of the unsung heroes of any broadcast facil-
ity. Without it, the signal goes nowhere. Although line is typically
of a robust construction, like anything it requires a certain degree

of maintenance. In some cases, a simple visual inspection combined with a
little old-fashioned common sense may be sufficient, while in others a more
detailed approach may be required. Either way, staying on top of inspections
and maintenance tends to allow for better outage planning.

Buried transmission lines such as those utilized in an AM directional array, if
properly installed, tend to require a minimal amount of maintenance. As long

as they are buried at a sufficient depth to avoid
erosion and damage from implements, they will
typically function properly for many years. With
an intact outer jacket, the tendency for galvanic
corrosion and dielectric contamination, in the case
of foam designs, is virtually non-existent. Neverthe-
less there is no downside to an occasional sweep
of such lines to be sure.

The lower transmission line is loosely resting on the metal
braces, which will likely wear a hole in the outer jacket.

Outside damage
Rigorous maintenance can reduce the impacts

of potential damage, but elimination of all risk is
likely not possible. Supporting structures for above
ground transmission lines should be well maintained

and replaced if necessary. Places where lines enter

structures or the ground should be such that small
movements in the line will not result in damage.
Increase visibility and review such areas with all
personnel involved at the site. To identify problem
areas on the tower, use a competent crew. For
significant construction projects, an inspection by
a different crew may be worthwhile.

Correct each of the problems identified in a timely
fashion. Common sense should tell you that when
the transmission line is heard slapping against the
tower in wind, an issue may be present. In that
true case, the cost in rectifying a year later was
considerably more expensive than if the problem
had been addressed when initially identified.

Beyond the visual
There is also an electrical component to main-

-enance. The easiest method of examining
the condition of a transmission line run is
through the use of a network analyzer. Any
such analyzer used for this purpose must be
a vector analyzer with time domain options.
A scalar analyzer simply will not provide
the necessary information to accurately
diagnose a run of line. In a pinch, or in
cases where a network analyzer is not
available, other pieces of equipment such
as a time domain reflectometer or return
loss bridge may provide sufficient informa-
tion to identify the presence of a problem
or be satisfactorily used for occasional
incremental measurements.

Unless subjected to damage or unusual
stress, runs of foam or air dielectric semi -
flexible transmission line will typically require
minimal maintenance over their operational
lifetimes. Although not always performed,
replacement of hardware, 0 -rings and bul-
lets every few years is a wise investment.
These changes allow for easy visual checks
at connection points, which tend to be the
weakest points in the system.

Similarly, rigid transmission lines require
maintenance, although to a somewhat greater
degree depending on the design. Because steel
and copper expand and contract at different rates,
a mechanism is employed in rigid line sections to
address this issue. Although there are some bellows
designs where the center conductor itself expands

10 July 2010 RadioMagOnline.com



RF ENGINEERING
and contracts, most designs use a watchband
spring. In these types, the watchband spring, so
colloquially named because of its appearance,
is the contact point between the center conductor
and bullet, and over time with continued expansion
and contraction, suffers a reduction in its surface
area. The decrease in the surface area of these
springs results in gaps between the spring and the
center conductor leading to the potential for arcing.
Arcing, of course, is the leading cause
of burnouts in transmission line.

Depending on with whom you talk,
the replacement cycle on watchband
springs and associated hardware varies.
I have heard time frames from as long
as 15 years to as short as seven years
or so. Replacement every 10 to 12
years coupled with biennial or triennial
sweeping of the system should catch
better than 95 percent of non -malicious
events, thus limiting unplanned off -air
time and collateral damage.

Open wire
In the case of open wire line, mainte-

nance is really quite simple, although it
can be costly as are the installation costs,
hence its minimal popularity. Typically, as
long as there are no damaged insulators,
support structures, breaks in the wires, or
large amounts of corrosion or dirt present,
this type of line will be in good shape. Due

to the style of construction, visual inspec-
tions are quite simple to perform.

Finally, in the case of air dielectric lines,
pressurization is a must. If pressurization
is not used, the normal "breathing" of the
transmission line at the joints and connec-

tions coupled with ambient temperature
and humidity changes will allow for the
ingress of water into the line. A minimal
amount of water may have a substantial
effect on the return loss of transmission
line and ultimately can lead to failure
via a variety of mechanisms. It cannot
be stressed enough that air dielectric
line with a substantial leak is a ticking
time bomb that must be fixed as soon
as possible.

The bottom line is that without mainte-
nance, transmission line will ultimately
fail. The good news is that with regular
and periodic inspections, the likelihood
of unplanned failures is greatly reduced.
These inspections, however, are really
a team effort between the transmitter
engineer, tower crew and consultant.
The seemingly large investment at the
time amortized over several years really

becomes a pittance when the number of nours in
a year is considered, and is certainly far less than
the incurred expense with catastrophic failure. #

Ruck is a senior engineer with D.L. Markley and
Associates, Peoria, IL.

See more examples of transmission line damage at
www.RadioMagOnline.com. Send your transmission
line damage photos to radio@RadioMagOnline.com.

Where Great Radio Begins

Harris® HPX°
"This is where uncompromisec operating efficiency

and reliaRty met outstanding value. The low power
consumption. contact footprint and internal low-pass

filter of the HPX hiih-powe- FM transmitter add up to real

savings from the day it goes on air. Using field -proven

Platinum :./ZX® PA modules and a -series switching

power supplies, tie HPX optimi:es efficiency at every
stage so ycur cost of ownership is tower for years to come.

HPX is desi Ined for analog FM. HD Radio and FM + HD. with

a selectior of staidard and enh2nced control/diagnostic
packages and eciters such as the unmatched Harris
FlexStar When yo 'I need high operating power ready to meet

any HD Radio power increase, HP: is the natural choice."

Geoff Menchnhalt Lice Presicent of

Transmissior Research and Techmlogy at

Harris. has teen a key part of cciintless.

groundbreakng. FM aid AM trar snuffer
designs for more than d0 years.

Learn more at www broadcast.hams com/hrx
or (800) 622-0022.

harr,s.rom
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FCC overhauling
antenna structure rules By Harry Martin

The FCC is seeking comments on changes to its rules governing antenna
structure construction, lighting, marking and maintenance. A Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) looking to such an overhaul was

issued April 20. Comments are due July 20 and replies Aug. 19.
Historically, the FAA has set most of the substantive standards for antenna

structures, e.g., for lighting and painting, even though the FCC has the re-
sponsibility for enforcing those standards as they apply to its licensees. But the
two agencies apparently do not coordinate as well as they might - and, as a
result, discrepancies between the FAA's requirements and their FCC equivalents

have developed. The NPRM's primary focus is to
address these discrepancies.

For example, the FCC rule section on painting/
lighting specifications requires conformance with
an FAA circular superseded more than six years
ago. The FCC proposes to fix the problem now by
deleting references to any circulars, and requiring
instead that structure owners comply with whatever
determination the FAA issues.

Dateline
For noncommercial radio stations in Illinois and Wisconsin,

the biennial ownership report deadline is Aug. 2.
Aug. 2 is the deadline for radio stations licensed in the

following states to place their Annual EEO Reports in
their public files: California. Illinois, North Carolina, South
Carolina and Wisconsin.

The radio station license renewal cycle begins again in
2011, with the first batch of renewals due on June 1, 2011.
for stations in D.C., Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia.

Similarly, Sections 17.14 and 17.17 of the
Commission's rules -which specify which structures
are subject to notification to the FAA and which
are exempt - merely parrot the FAA's rules. The
FCC correctly observes that this approach risks
creating confusion in the event the FAA changes its
rules. So now the FCC proposes to cross-reference,
in its own rules, the corresponding FAA rule. But
there is more.

Current FCC rules require that each structure's
Antenna Structure Registration (ASR) number be
displayed "in a conspicuous place so that it is

readily visible near the base" of the structure. But
elsewhere the Commission requires that the ASR
number be displayed along a perimeter fence or
at the point of entry of the gate. The FCC proposes
to resolve this by requiring the display to be visible

from the closest publicly accessible location near
the tower base.

The Commission also proposes to streamline
requirements regarding inspection and mainte-
nance of marking and lighting by eliminating
the separate inspection component entirely while
retaining the obligation to assure proper lighting
at all times. Timely notification of outages would
still have to be made to the FAA. As an alternative,

if inspection requirements are retained, the FCC
may consider exempting certain network control
center -based monitoring systems.

In addition, the FCC proposes definitions ad-
dressing exactly what alterations to a structure
woula require a new FAA study. The Commission's
rules currently contain no such definitions, even
though the FCC has, since 1995, applied the
informal standard that any change in height of
one foot or more, or any change in location of
one second or more, would trigger a new FAA
study. These standards would be incorporated in
the FCC's rules.

Another proposed change: Structure owners
would have to keep records for two years of ob-
served or known lighting outages or the improper
functioning of lights.

To determine the coordinates of a structure, the
FCC suggests that it might insist on specific ac-
curacy standards or survey methods, even though
the FAA does not impose such a requirement.

The FAA requires structure owners to notify it of
construction or dismantlement within five days.
The FCC, by contrast, provides only 24 hours
for such notice. The Commission proposes to
stick by its limit.

One aspect of the FAA/FCC relationship may
be out of the FCC's hands. The FAA has on occa-
sion asserted authority over not only the physical
nature of antenna structures, but also their RF
characteristics. In such cases the FAA has withheld
"no hazard" determinations based on the particu-
lar frequencies to be transmitted - to protect air
navigation frequencies from interference. In fact
the FAA has an open rule making on this subject.
In its NPRM the FCC inquires whether the FCC's
rules or policies should be altered in the event the
FAA adopts new standards.

Martin is a member of Fletcher, Heald 8 Hildreth, PLC,
Arlington, Virgnia. E-mail: maftinefhhlaw.corn

12 July 2010 RadioMagOnline.com
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FM TRANSMITTERS
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All transmitter powers with
quality price ratio
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EM2000 is a 2000W FM transmitter mace
up of the EM 25 DIG exciter (or EM 20/30 exciter) and the
AM 2000 FM amplifier. AM 2000 includes eight 300W high -
efficiency MOSFET technology amplifying modules, fed by 2
independent switching power supplies, which ore mode to
withstand the working conditions. The omplifiying modules
work independently thanks to a power combining structu e
that provides high isolation between them.

www.omb.c

OMB AMERICA
factory and laboratories
phone. (305) 477-0973
(305) 477-0974
fax. (305) 477-0611
3100 NW 72nd. Ave. Unit 112
MIAMI, Florida 33122 USA

OMB EUROPA From september in:

departamento comercial
telefono. 902-187878
fax. 902-187878
Avda. San Antonio, 41
CUARTE DE HUERVA

50410 Zaragoza, ESPANA

fabrica y laboratorio
telefono. 902-187878
fax. 902-187878
Pol. Ind. Centrovia C/Paraguay, 6
LA MUELA
50196 Zaragoza, ESPANA

MT/MR PLATINUM -1GHz
is a high-pertormonce Studio-to-Tronsmitter Link. It is mode
up of the 5W MT transmitter externally synthesized in 10MHz
sub -bonds wit, a step of 100KHz, and the MR oouble
conversion receiver, thot is externally synthesized, too. The
MT is microprocessor controlled, and includes LCD deploy
for the visuoizaion of the most relevant transmission parameters
(frequency (6-cigit), forward and reflected power, mocelotion
level), balanced Mono, Stereo (MPX). The MR receiver has
the same visualization system as the transmitter. It indudes
balanced Mono and Stereo (MPX) outputs. Furthermore, the
MT/MR Platinum STL includes a jumper in order to get
proper operation with digital signals.

EM 10000 ,s c, 10000W FM tron.Fniter made
up of the EM 250 .1- OMPAC- DIG exciter and three noetrol units
which combine thy power d six AM 2000 FM am)li ier; AM
2000 incudes eigl 300W I. igh-efficiency MOSFET techr °logy
amplifying modules led by 2 independent switching pone, su3plies,
which aremode to vithstand tf e working conditions. The crnplifiying
modules works indegenderily thanks too power combir ng stnucture
that provides high oloti no between them.
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How to
establish
remote
connectivity
for a bigger
network footprint .
By Doug Irwin, CPBE AMD

cfi

1

In at least a few of my previous articles I've written about
the obvious advantages of having network connectivity
at a transmitter site. This time around I'll cover several

ways to establish that remote connectivity, how to safely use
the public Internet for WAN functionality, and some of the
other less obvious considerations you can do once that con-
nectivity is established.

Over the last 10 years the number of ways to establish network

connectivity has certainly increased - mainly in terms of wireless
connectivity. Before going there, though, let's review the ways
of doing it by wire. With respect to the wireless connectivity
I mentioned, many telcos have increased their data capacity
to remote mountain tops and other tower farms. Generally
speaking, it's much easier to get a Ti to these locations than
it used to be. There are a number of ways to take advantage

.J 
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of this. The cne most familiar to broadcast engineers is the
use of a Harris/Intraplex system with the TDM interface. The
CM5 (common module) in this frame has a built-in CSU and
interfaces directly with a Ti . In the configuration of this unit, a
certain number of timeslots are assigned for a set of DS-64NCs
(LAN bridge) cards. By way of the LAN bridge, packets that
need to get to the far end are allowed through, and those
that do not are not. This allows you to effectively extend the
network that resides at your HQ (or wherever that one end
of the system lives) in a very convenient fashion - Ethernet on
both sides of the bridge.

14 July 2010 RadioMagOnline.com



CONNECTING STUFF IS ALL ABOUT
THE GOZINTAS AND COMEZOUTAS

Ili III 4D°
 MULTIPORT

LINE INPUTS

Multi -Format Audio Interface
LINE OUTPUTS DIGITAL 110

S PO*

LEFT RIGHT LEFT RIGHT INPUT OUTPUT;

HENRY ENGINEERING

MULTIPORT IS ALL ABOUT
CONNECTING STUFF TO YOUR STUDIO

Getting all your external gear into and out of your studio is never easy. You're always
looking for an adapter or cable of some kind and, even when you find it, you're then on the

hunt for level or impedance matching gizmos.

Multiport'TM, from Henry Enginrering, takes care of all that by facilitating interface
between a studio and external audio equipment. Providing convenient Eccess to
a studio's analog and digital audio inputs and outputs, it allows connection to
both professional and consumer gear. MultiPort's act ve circuitry performs all

level, impedance, and topology conversion necessary for correct inter ace.

You can put MultiPort wherever it's convenient. Mount tin your cabinetry, or use the
included rack adaptors to mount it in your rack. Once you've got MultiPort,

you'll wonder how you ever limped along without it!

WE BUILD SOLUTIONS.
DIGITAL SOLUTIONS. ANALOG SOLUTIONS. FUNCTIONAL. RELIABLE. AFFORDABLE.

HENRY Visit www.henryeng.com for all of Henry's solutions!

Henry Engineering  503 Key Vista Drive,  Sierra Madre, CA 91024 USA
-1- 626.355.3656  F: 626.355.0077  email: Info@henryeng.com



EXTENDED REACH
If in your case you find that you can afford an entire T1

just for data purposes, then you will find yourself more in
the realm of the IT department (which could very well be
you anyway, right?). In this case, you would acquire a set
of routers that have Ti interfaces along with at least one
Ethernet interface. (You may already have a router in-house
that has this capability, or at least an empty slot into which
a WAN interface can be installed that has a built-in CSU

Harris Intraplex STL Plus

so it connects directly to a Tl. You'll still need a router
for the far end though.) With the entire T1 in use for your
network connectivity, you'll have a 1.536Mb/s connec-
tion - not too shabby. The neat thing now is the capability
of allocating timeslots to different networks. It's beyond the
scope of this article to describe how it's done, but a router
that has multi -link capability (and at least two Ethernet ports)

(Vi

will allow you to do
this. Here's the advan-
tage: You could configure
the router in such a way that
one network allows for nothing but
traffic for HD Radio. In this configuration
you world allocate just enough timeslots for
this - and the remaining timeslots would then
be used for the remote IAN purposes. Now if
you (for example) download a PDF manual, you
won't need to worry about causing dropouts in your
HD Radio stream.

No T 1 ? No problem
It's certainly possible that your remote site doesn't have

T1 accessibility from your local telco, and in that event,
you'll need to look at how to make the connection wire-
lessly. Probably the most well-known equipment for doing
this is the Moseley lanlink. Like the Intraplex DS64NC
cards, the LanLink functions as a network bridge - and its
interface is Ethernet on both ends. The lanlink provides
up to a 1Mb/s data rate. Perhaps the most
convenient aspect of the LanLink is that it oper-
ates in the 900MHz ISM band, so by way of
a set of duplexers, you can use the 950MHz
antennas already in place.

I should also mention that you could roll your
own 900MHz ISM -band system. A few minutes
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of research on the Internet will reveal a number of
companies that make transceivers for that band with
Ethernet interfaces. Duplexers can be used with an

established 950MHz link, or you could simply
/';'$ find some directional antennas for that band and

? make a new link.
a' ... Another way to establish network conneLtivily

at a remote site is by way of the higher ISM
bands - 2.4, 5.3 and 5.8GHz. One of many

possibilities in terms of equipment for that would
be the Broadcast Electronics Big Pipe LT, which is

basically a set of transceivers that work in said ISM
bands. Big Pipe establishes a 45Mb/s (T3) data con-
nection in both directions, therefore opening up lots
of capability.

The ISM bands are unlicensed, of course, so keep in
mind that you may have to contend with other users for
spectrum. Take care in the path design.

Big Pipe L T

Broadcast Electronics Big Pipe LT

Images

Moseley Lanlink H5900D

4G connections
As time has moved along, many of us have established

Internet connections at home based on cable (or even
DSL) connections -and so the connections described thus
far may seem kind of slow. In the larger metro areas,
there are new companies that ore providing connections

based on 4G technology that will allow much
faster connections to the Internet. Now keep
in mind that is not the sane as an extension
of your LAN. (More about that below.)

One company that has a big presence in
New York City is Towerstream, an ISP that

provides the actual connection via a point-to-
point radio link between one of its sites (such
as the Empire State Building) and your office.

clear crisp bright sound Search

Results of 1
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OMNI DM, 4/ 41 roe

OPTIMOD - FM 8600
The new clear
tarts here.

Processing t a
FM channel while punching remarkably.cris
clean, CD -like audio through to your digital
channel audience.

The most powerful and effective on -air FM
processing system Orban has ever created.

INC.
YOU KNOW WE KNOW RADIO!

Contact SCMS to discuss
Orban products and the

OPTIMOD 8600
www.scmsinc.com

1-800-438-6040
sales@scmsinc.com

TUPp Mid South 1.877.391.2650
Central 1.731.695.1714
West Coast 1.866.673.9267
Mid West 1.513.899.3036
South Atlantic 1.770.632.1295

11434,4

?oil °
North East 1.315.623.7655
South West 1.877.390.7267
North Central 1.513.376.8600

1 Pro Audio 1.877.640.8205
Latin America 1.760.650.1427

Bradley Division 1.800.732.7665

orlian
www.orban.com
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EXTENDED REACH
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Terms
LAN: local area network

WAN: wide area network

LAN bridge: A device that makes a physical connection between two
networks that are of the same subnet. One end of the bridge is connected
(typically by Ethernet) on one network (at the headquarters for example)
and the other end at a different location remote from HO. As the LAN
bridge receives Ethernet frames on its network interface, it writes the
source and destination MAC addresses into its MAC address table. In this
way it learns where hosts are located; and when hosts on one end need to
reach the other end of the bridge, it passes those packets through. It does
not pass packets that don't need to reach the other end.

VPN: virtual private network. There are two important aspects of network
security dealt with by way of VPN. The first is authentication: A router at the
HQ will be able to authenticate a remote source of packets as being one
that is legitimate. This prevents unauthorized users from accessing a private
network. The second is encryption. By encrypting the payload data in the
packets sent between two ends of a VPN connection, no one in between
will be able to read them. So, in using both authentication and encryption,
it's possible to use the public Internet for private network connectivity.

According to the company website, it can provide
anything from Ti speed up to 1 .5Gb/s (that should
be more than enough, right?(. Towerstream started in

Providence, RI, and 411
appears to be growing
in a westerly fashion.

Another company that is getting quite
a bit of buzz is Clearwire. Clearwire is
more oriented toward personal or "SOHO"
(small office/home office) applications. The
modem it provides is obviously a transceiver
that needs to be located so it can see the
best Clearwire network node. The output
side of the modem looks just like a modem
that we'd be accustomed to seeing from a
cable TV feed. Its interface is Ethernet, it

has an on -board DHCP server, and by use
of a small Ethernet switch, you can connect
multiple hosts to it.

Of course, depending upon the situation,
you may find some other way to get a con-
nection to an ISP. Perhaps cable TV is an
option at your transmitter site (since many
sites are practically in residential neighbor-
hoods) or perhaps you can get DSL easily
enough. Whatever the case, after making the

connection work, you are left with an easy
way to get out to the Internet, but nothing

else; you can surf the Internet, and you can download
manuals and whatnot - but you won't be on your HQ
network. No access to the company e-mail server, your

PROVEN, CONSISTENT, RELIABLE
For over 58 years broadcasters have relied on proven MYAT RF solutions. From rigid transmission line systems to

filters to switches and combiners, we deliver performance on time, every time. Whether it is basic hardware or

full -line integrated engineering solutions, MYAT designs and builds reliability into every product we make. And

with our unmatched stock and inventory, we can assist with your immediate requirements and last minute needs.

FM Splitter, Coaxial
Patch Panel Transfer

Switch

LPFM/180C LPFM/180C
Filter 3kW Filter 8kW

FM Constant
Impedance
Combiner

MYAGINC.
Learn why so many

broadcasters rely on MYAT.
FM Switchless

Combiner Call us at 1-201-767-5380
or log onto www.myat.com
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VoIP phone system, or

any number of other
servers or hosts that

?' 14; 1:./...*.: ".3
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you would be able to
reach if you were on
a private connec-
tion to your LAN.

VPN
As you probably

imagined, there is a fairly
easy solution to this problem as well, known as VPN
(virtual private network). Many of us use temporary VPN
connections from home to get network access as neces-
sary; but you can set up what amounts to a permanent
connection from a remote site, to your HQ network, by
way of the public Internet by use of VPN as well. One
possible solution (out of many) is to use a Cisco SR -520T1
router at your HQ (in the case that you had a Ti con-
nection from your ISP) and at the remote end, a Cisco
RVL200. Just one other possible solution would be the
use of iwo Netgear FVS318s - one would be located
at your HQ, and the other at your remote site.

Finally, let your imagination run wild and think about
some of the extra functionality you can enjoy after getting
a good network connection at your remote site. Probably
the most obvious one is e-mail. Not just the text now, mind
you: Quickly download all the links people send you.

Download a PDF of a piece of
equipment at the site. Putan exten-

sion of your VoIP phone system at

the transmitter site. Install IP/video

cameras looking at the front door
or gate. Locate any number of
backup servers at the transmitter
site. Allow yourself remote access

to any and all embedded Web
servers that live in so many pieces

of equipment we use. Start using
SNMP (Simple Network Monitcx-
ing Protocol) remote controls. Use

NTP (Network Time Protocol) to
synchronize all the various time
references that live at the site, so
when you go bock and look at
error logs, all the times match
Maybe even an audio stream for
a backup STL.

Little stuff like that.

It's about time broadcasters started catching

Resource
Guide

Broadcast Electronics
www.bdcast.com

Cisco
www.cisco.com

Clearwire
www.clearwire.com

Harris Intraplex
www. broodcast.harris.com

Moseley
www.moseleysb.com

Netgear
www.netgear.com

Towerstream
www towerstream com

up with
the rest of the communications wo-Id in the way we
use networks and the Internet. The possibilities seem
just about endless.

Irwin is transmission systems supervisor for Clear Channel
NYC and chief engineer of WKTIJ, New York. Contact nim at
doug@dougirwin. net.

LitRON
We heal you. Loud and clear.

LOOK TO LARCAN FOR INNOVATIVE
IBOC FM SOLUTIONS - ENCORE SERIES

Designed with a difference to ensure the highest quality audio performance -

LARCAN's new Encore Series offers a superior range of IBOC FM translators.

Customer driven and purpose designed for optimum performance - we bring

you the best in IBOC FM broadcast technology. Encore, Applaud innovation.

We hear you. Loud and clear.
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IBOC FM Translator
(Model DRT-01)

S Tel: 1-303-665-8000  Fax: 1-303-673 9900

www.larcan.com
Tel 1-905-564-9222  Fax: 1-905-564-9244

Email: sales@larcan.com

Eicore Series Features:

 Superic r IBOC :M Performance & Coverage

 Extenswe Power Range from 25W to 250W

 8road1:13nd Design

 r'requeicy Agile

 ntegrated Features & Adaptable

 :ompl.te Solutions for Analog FM &

160C D gital Radio

 innovative Design
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FACILITY SHOWCASE

Now that the studios are assembled,
it's hard to tell the Control Room was a
prefabricated studio kit.

By Chriss Scherer, editor

Moody Bible
Institute

rebuilds to
accommodate

four stations
in four cities

The assembled studios have a
drywall facade built around them.
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The Production Studio is a near
mirror image of the Control Room.

When Moody Bible Institute decided to rebuild its studio complex for the sta-
tions in central Alabama, a process began that brought the operations of
stations from several cities into consideration. Ultimately, a grand plan was
developed to improve the efficiency of handling four stations located in

different cities. A key element of the construction design involved a plan tha' would allow
for a more future -proof setup.

Moody started serving the broadcast area with WMW in Dixons Mills, AL, and WMFT
in Tuscaloosa, AL. These cities are about 90 miles apart. In time, WMVU in Forest, MS,
and WRNF-AM in Selmo, AL, were added to the cluster. The operation remained in Dixons
Mills during this time.

As typically happens, the space for the four stations was insufficient. General Manager
Rob Moore began looking for a new location. In his -esearch, he considered the rum'.
location of Dixons Mills, but the greater population center was based near Tuscaloosa
In addition, the Tuscaloosa station covers part of Birmingham. The search began for a
new site in fall 2007.

By summer 2008, part of the second floor of an office building was leased. This space
had six offices and one larger open space. The arrangements were made to occupy this
space and begin building studios. The first step: Make one office a temporary studio
for the morning show. An ISDN circuit was used to deliver the signal to the station's
transmitter in Dixons Mills.

By the end of the summer, Moody had leased the entire second floor, and Chief Engineer
Paul Lierman was hired to complete the project.
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IMITATED... but not equaled

Attractive, ultra low profile

tabletop design

On -off switches

below the faders
where they belong

Inline (not side by side) Program

assignment switches reduces errors

Real VU meters for high resolution

metering. not cheap LED meters

NO compromise, take no prisoners design ...

Our ARC -15 (Advanced.Radio.Console) is called advanced for many reasons: 15 input

channels, 5 assignable mic preamps with optional phantom power, Telco interface, PC

USB sound card built in with free Radio software, analog VU meters for high resolution

and ease on the eyes, socketed ICs for ease of repair, RJ45 connectors with cables
included for fast wiring, electronic switching of all audio for crystal clear performance,

LED lamps for highest reliability, and so much more.

www.a akis-systems.com



A AKIS SYSTEMS INC.

As Arrakis has done repeatedly for more than 30 years, our ARC series consoles 1-ave created an entire-

ly NEW CLASS of Radio consoles with a unique new set of features to meet :he needs cf our ever

changing marketplace. Imitated down through the years but never equaled, Arrakis has once again set a

new standard for others to follow.

In the ARC -15 model, channel one is a high performance mic channel while channels 2-5 are

selectable as mic or line inputs with optional phantom power. Channel 15 is an advanced telephone inter-

face with logic to an external hybrid for Live callers or an Off-line contest call. Seven ste-eo line input

channels easily handle the other audio source inputs. Channel fourteen is se ectab e as either a Windows

PC USB interface or an unbalanced stereo consumer level input. Windows software for Live On Air, Auto-

mation, & Production is provided standard. With multimillion operation LED lighted switches; long life con-

ductive plastic faders; and electronic switching of all audio signal paths; the ARC -15 is a rugged, reliable,

and versatile console for 'todays' professional Radio studio applications.

Easy access connectors

for Fast installation...

r

BOTH balanced and unbalanced Outputs

RJ45 balanced inputs WITH cables supplied

XLR connectors for ALL riic inputs

ARC -15 only $3,495 msrp

8,10 channel Fr mohlar models

AARC-NET ethernet audio netwo-king compatible

970-461-0730 ext 309



A MOODY MOVE
New studio plan

Any studio design project pays special attention to
the acoustic properties of the studios themselves. The
standard practices of isolated walls, double studs and

floating surfaces are applied.
In Moody's case, the cost
and effort of building tradi-
tional studios had a major
drawback: If another move
or redesign is considered, all
the studio construction materi-

als would be lost. With this
in mind, the stations looked
at using pre -built studios.
Products from VocalBooth
were selected for the two
main studios.

The open area for the two
studios is about 20' x 40'.
The two VocalBooth studios
are placed back to back.
The control room measures
1 2' x 16', while the produc-

An existing office
was converted
into the technical
operations center.
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tion room measures 12' x 14'. Once they were set in
place, a false wall was created for cosmetic reasons.
This false wall hides the HVAC, power and other con-
nections for the rooms.

With t-ie alternate studio plan came a potential chal-
lenge: The VocalBooth studios are heavier than traditional
drywall construction. A concern was raised that the cost
savings of the pre-fab units would be lost if building up-
grades were required, but fortunately, the building was
designed for a heavier -than -normal load when it was
built. This foresight easily accommodated the weight of
the rooms. However, there was another obstacle: The
building did not have an elevator.

The original construction plan called for the facility to
be built and move -in ready in six months. While the pre-
fab studios saved construction time, some time was lost
when the decision was made to add an elevator to the
building. Some additional time was lost when the HVAC
needed -o be reworked to accommodate the VocalBooth
Studios and technical operations center.

Once -hey were delivered, the VocalBooths were as-
sembled and in place within two days. Then the work
began to assemble the studios. Graham Studios furniture
was delivered and assembled in a week. Then the Axia
Audio console/router system - which had been deliv-
ered earlier and was sitting in storage - was ready to
be installed. The original temporary air studio was then
converted into the news room.

HO Monitoring

T-1 and IP Audio Ci
Serving Broadcasters for 28 years!

Audio Processing

RFSMO Kansas City MO

I

Chris

Audio Cable

800-467-7373Call your nearest RF Specialties Office:
RFSCA San Diego CA Steve 619-501-3936 RFSMO Raymore MO John 877-331-4930

RFSCA Las Vegas NV Bill 888-737-7321 RFSMO Richmond IN Rick 888-966-1990

RFSCA Phoenix AZ Kevin 602-606-7540 RFSPA Ebensburg PA Dave 866-736-3736

RFSWA Mukilteo WA Walt 425-210-9196 RFSPA Pittsburgh PA Ed 866-412-7373

RFSWA Vancouver WA Bob 800-735-7051 RFSPA Philadelphia PA Phil 888-737-4452

RFSTX Ft. Worth TX Dan 800-537-1801 RFSGA Thomasville GA Chris 800-476-8943

RFSTX Dallas TX Wray 888-839-7373 RFSGA Crestview FL Bill 850-621-3680

RFSTX Amarillo TX Don 800-537-1801 RFSGA Murry KY Dave 270-767-7644
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Equipment List
Amb-OS Media AMR -100
Andrew AVA5-50
Aphex Compellor
Auralex mic windscreens
Axia Element and Livewire
Belden coaxial cable
Broadcast Electronics Vault II
Broadcast Tools silence

sensors, switchers
Cisco Systems network switches
Crescend STL equipment
DBX 166XL
Denon DN-C635
Eaton Powerware
Electro Voice RE27 N/D
Graham Studios studio furniture
KaYou Communications,

C -band contractor
KRK RP5

Linksys network switches
Marantz PIVD570
Mark Antenia P9A72GN-U
McPhilbun on -air lights
Middle Atlantic racks
Moseley Starlink SL9003Q-2STLAN
Neutrix XLR connectors
O.C. White mic booms
Radio Systems StudioHub+

Matchjack CAT -5 adapters
Radyne/Cornstream uplink/

downlink equipment
Sony MDR -7506
Tascam TU-690
Telos One
Tiernan satellite receivers
Times Micro Coax LMR400
Trilithic Easy Plus
VocalBooth sound booths

The router -based system allows the four stations to take
any source to any destination. Likewise, any studio can be
patched to feed any station as needed. This flexibility was
a significant change from the four stations' earlier facility.

The control room and production room are essentially
mirror images of each other. They have different furniture
and production has a slightly smaller console, but other-
wise the operation of the rooms is mirrored.

The studio facility originally used a Ku -band satellite feed

to deliver programming
to the four transmitter
sites, but there were
complications with rain
fade. This was con-
verted to a C -band
delivery system during
the project.

When the project
began, the entire build-
ing was fed by one
electrical service. This
plan was modified so
the second floor is on its
own electrical service
feeder separate from
the rest of the building.
The facility is also set up

for c backup generator
to be installed at some point in the future.

So while the project had its own challenges along the
way, it took about one year to complete. The new studios
were used on June 1, 2009. The complete switchover
to the new satell,te feeds was made July 10, 2009.

Graham Studios Modulux
Graham Studios was pleased
to provide Paul
Lierman and Moody
with its Modulux
Standard line of
furniture. The grey
nebula top and
natural almond colors
suited his studio
environment, and the solid oak trim provided great
durability. Modulux Standard is Graham Studios' best
selling line of furniture. Feature rich with choices in
wood trim, colors and materials, Modulux Standard
will give the stations many years of service. Quality,
hand-crafted furniture has been the hallmark of
Graham Studios for 26 years. Modulux Premium and
Deluxe lines were introduced in 2008. AC and lighting
packages along with a more robust hardwood trim
package made these top sellers. With roots in Radius
Xp (shown) Graham Studios continues its legacy of
quality and choice with its Radius Prime furniture line.

866-841-6696
www.graham-studios.com

More Moody facility photos online at
RadioMagOnline.com.

FACILITY FOCUS
The technology behind Moody

Trilithic EASyCAST Radio

The EASyPLUS. whi:h can now be purchased as
Tr lithic's EASyCAST Radio, is the perfect Emergency
Alert System for any broadcast radio station.
Designed specifically to meet EAS mandates. and
configured for your specific needs, this EAS solution
alows radio b-oadcasters to receive emergency
alert messages, filter the messages for location and
type of emergency, and retransmit the message in
a:cordance with EPS regulations. Whether you are
a major market HD aroadcaster or a small LPFM
s-.ation, Trilithic offe.s flexible, comprehersive EAS
solutions that can LE configured for your needs and
your budget - as well as the consulting, applications
aid technical support. Discover a better way to
co EAS- from Trilithic, the digital Emergency Alert
System experts.

www.trilithic.co[n
888-895-7629
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Tips, tricks, hints and more
Go to camp

Sometimes the best solution to a problem is one that is far removed. As
an engineer, you likely spend some time in the electronic and industrial

electrical parts stores or at least looking through a printed or online catalog. But
sometimes the right tool or the right part isn't the official tool or part. By looking
in some unusual places you might find better and less expensive alternatives.
One possible source is a camping or outdoor store.

Several years ago, I needed to replace a fiberglass rod that was part of a
transmitter loading control. The rod was about 10" long and connected the

loading slider to the front -panel knob. After years
of heat and use, the original rod had splintered. I

called the manufacturer, who was happy to send a
3' piece (the minimum order) at some bargain price

approaching double digits. I had trouble justifying
the high price, so I looked elsewhere.

There happened to be an outdoor sporting store
down the street, and I had an idea. I looked
at the store's selection of fiberglass tent poles.
There were two diameters available, and both
were slightly larger than what I needed, but with
a little sanding, the smaller pole fit just fine. My
total cost? Less than $10.

How many times have you been working at the
transmitter site and the only place to sit is on a box or

Ws mod your tips!
Ideas submitted to Tech Tips
may be suitable to earn SBE
recertification credits

Do you have a tech tip?
Send it to us at

radio@RadioMagOnline.com

By Chriss Scherer

Collapsible chairs are a great alternative
to sitting on a box or bucket. The outdoor
store version is on the right.

overturned bucket? It's rarely comfortable. I recently
saw a post with a possible solution for a collapsible
chair distributed by an online tool dealer. It's a very
nice chair and folds down to a compact 16" long
in a 4" canister. It also costs $100.

Once again, the outdoor store has an alterna-
tive. Inexpensive camp stools can be bought for
less than $20.

Bring in the hobby
Camping stores arena the only alternative
source for parts. Hobby stores are another

great source, especially if you need small tools.

With a little creative thinking, parts for an RC car
or plane could easily be pressed into an alterna-
tive service. Browse the hobby store the next time
and see what you find.

Analog testing
Ed Treese is a contract

engineer based in
Kansas City. While his
work includes plenty
of digital signals, he

still encounters plenty of
analog equipment in his

work. He shared some
notes on his favorite piece

of analog test equipment: a
pair of headphones.

He keeps a pair of Sennheiser
HD414 high -impedance
headphones in his toolkit.

The original version of these headphones had an
impedance around 2k ohms. Most headphones
available today are 50 ohms or less. Because
of the high impedance, Treese can tap them into

an active audio circuit with little or no effect to
the audio path.

Treese also keeps a few adapters handy to sim-
plify connections. He has a stereo headphone jack
that is monoed to alligator clips. He also keeps a
TAC clip on hand to slip on two rows of 66 punch
blocks. He also carries an XLR through connector
with a stereo headphone jack (again monoed) all
in parallel. The XLRs can be used individually or
in -line with the audio circuit.
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ACS 8.2 Plus Audio Control Switcher
The ACS 8.2 Plus provides matrix audio switching of 8 stereo inputs to 2 stereo plus 2 mono outputs. Any input assigned to

output one has fading capabilities. Matrix switching allows any/or all inputs to be assigned to any/or all outputs. The ACS 8.2

Plus may be controlled via front panel switches, contact dosures, 5 -volt TTL/CMOS logic and/or the multi -drop RS -232 serial

port (control via USB or Ethernet with optional devices). Installation is simplified with plug-in euroblock screw terminals.

s."1 ,
rpm isms om

I / 

ADMS 44.22 Analog/AES Digital Matrix Switcher
The ADMS 44.22 is an 8x2 stereo matrix switcher with four stereo analog and four stereo AES inputs, and two
independent stereo analog and AES outputs in a I -RU profile. Each input channel is equipped with an automatic
level control circuit and a fully configurable 3 -band equalizer. The ADMS 44.22 provides both word clock in and
word clock out signals for synchronization to external digital equipment.

fluor

SS 4.4 Stereo Matrix Switcher
The SS 4.4 provides matrix audio switching of four stereo inputs to 4 stereo outputs. Matrix switching allows
any/or all inputs to be assigned to any/or all outputs. The SS 4.4 may be controlled via front panel switches,
contact closures and/or the multi -drop RS -232 serial port. Additional features include stereo silence sensor with
relay, front panel stereo LED VU meters, stereo headphone jack with level control, powered monitor level control
all with output selection switching, 16 GPI's, four GPO- open collectors and four SPST relays. Installation is
simplified with pluggable euroblock screw terminals. The SS 4.4 is supplied in a I -RU chassis.

-1411111.- 411110;.-._

SS 16.4 Stereo Matrix Switcher
he SS 16.4 provides matrix audio switching of 16 stereo inputs to 4 stereo plus 4 monaural outputs. Matrix

switching allows any or all inputs to be assigned to any or all outputs. The SS 16.L may be contro led via front panel
switches, contact closures, 5 -volt TTL/CMOS logic and/or the multi -drop RS -232 or RS -485 serial port. nstallation

is simplified with removable screw terminals (Euro).

SIEms es  t 0 0 1     
USA Proud    w.broadcasttools.com
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Arrakis Systems
Digilink-Xtreme by Paul Lundquist

adio has been a passion of mine since I got hooked in high school.
ne thing I have learned since then is that quality equipment can
ake a big difference.

I started looking for colleges where I could get a degree in video editing after
taking a class on the subject. I realized that all of the schools had at least a
quarter of radio and I wasn't sure if I would enjoy that, so I decided to take an
internship at a local radio station, KOLY in Mobridge, SD. That turned into a
part-time job and ever since, for the most part, I've been on the radio. I went to
Brown College, and then did stints at KGRN-AM in Grinnell, IA, and at KBIZ-AM

and KTVVA-FM in Ottumwa, IA, before coming to
Winona Radio in 2004. Throughout my career

I worked with different equipment and different
systems, each with their own personalities.

When I came to Winona the station had old DL -3s
and DL -4s from Arrakis. They worked well for what they

did, but as with all technology there comes a point
when we needed something new. The stations were
pleased with the Arrakis automation systems, so in
2005 we began looking at the Digilink-Xtreme. From
what we could tell, the Xtreme was very affordable

Performance at a glance
300 -cut cart wall

Includes music
scheduler and

production editor

Imports logs from
other schedulers

Free telephone
training

No file server required

and still provided the features we needed.
With 10 stations, a big part of the decision

process was based on the fact that we needed
something easy to network and with all the features
required for our several different formats. It had to
do satellite, hard disk music and ball games reliably
without a headache. Winona has five stations,
two music on hard drive, one of them AC and the
other HAC. Another station is a satellite FM country
station, the fourth a live daytime AM country sta-
tion and the last a news talk AM that is a mix of
satellite and live programming. KWNO-AM our
news talk is a Twins, T -Wolves, Wild, ESPN and
Gophers affiliate. We also have local games from

the two high schools in town. Our satellite FM is
a Vikings affiliate and we have live local games
on that as well. As you con see, we needed an
automation system that does it all, short of making
coffee and doing our laundry.

Having spoken to the staff at Arrakis, and from our

experience with the DL -3s and -4s, we felt we had a
pretty good idea of what we were getting into with
the Dig ilink-Xtreme. The nice part is that we only spend

$100 a month per station, and there is no contract.
That meant we didn't have to drop thousands of dol-
lars up front and wonder if it would work out. We
went al-ead and purchased five systems in January
2006 for the stations at Winona.

Making it work
It was obvious from the start that Arrakis was very

interested in making it work for us. Customer support

and phone training is included. What really impressed

us was how easy and effective different features
worked. Voice tracking can be time consuming and
sometimes painful, but with the Xtreme it is as simple
as a couple clicks. Being an on -air personality, it

makes a difference to voice track an entire week in
a matter of hours. You can also schedule recordings
for the entire week. Once it is set up, it automatically

records and re-records over news feeds (any satellite
source) so that we can play it back at a later time.
When I am live, I love to use the jingle (hot key) wall.
Anyone who has used a hot -key feature knows how
important it is for live shows.

The phoner recorder is also very easy to use and
great for when you're live. With a couple clicks you
can record, trim and save a recording. Instantly it goes

to the library, which makes it easy to throw into the
on -air plcylist at the last second. The Digilink-Xtreme

had evolved quite a bit from the DL -3 and -4 and has
perfected a lot of what I like about automation.
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Another thing that impressed me from the start

was its stability. Automation systems can certainly
struggle at times, but we found the Digilink-Xtreme
to be a step ahead. When you have 10 stations,
stability of an automation system can either be a
nightmare or a relief, and we found the Digilink-
Xtreme to make our lives easier.

After a year and a half of seeing the benefits of
the Digilink-Xtreme for Winona, we decided to
purchase the Xtreme for the five other stations at
Lakes Radio. Again, this decision was a lot easier
since it was only $100 per station. We also liked
having uniformity between stations.

Both Winona and Lakes Radio have five stations
and each are linked by a simple network. Network-
ing with the Digilink-Xtreme is easy and 100 percent
necessary with this many stations. Instead of creating

multiple cuts for multiple stations, we are able to
drop a spot into multiple stations quickly. The on -air
personality can start a track on the on -air machine
while traffic can be reconciled on a computer next
door; all the while scheduling/programming is done
in a room on the other side of the building. The
software for the production and traffic computers
all came included at no additional charge.

In a time when the economy can shift in a day, the

Xtreme has been a real asset, one less expenditure
to stress about. It has given us flexibility when we
needed it and it makes a difference. It is re-reshing
when your automation works for you, instead of
you working for the automation.

We also get updates for our stations every
year included with the Xtreme at no charge.
The 2010 update has a great new look and it
seems like the look and feel of the system has
really come together. We've
looked at other systems over
the years and never found
anything that would work this
well for the price. As I said
before, quality equipment
can really make a difference,
and the Digilink-Xtreme has
been a pleasure.

Arrakis Systems
P 970-461-0730

W www.arrakis-systems.com

E arrakis@arrakis-systems.com

Lundquist is program director and morning host on
KHME-FM, Winona, MN.

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio maaax ne feature
to radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well -qualified staff at
a radio station, production facility or consutting company.

These reports are performed by the industry, fa the incitztry. Me-u-
lacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment and to aiding the
iuthor if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to pi dish the rasults of any
device tested, positive or negative. No report should be considered an

eeii ler it or disapproval by Radio magazine.

GRAHAMSTUDIOS
Hand-crafted, Affordable, Broadcast Furniture

NEWRadius prime

We made it affordable with
the features you want:
 Plastic trim
 Punch block cabinet
 Modular with metal posts
 Access doors
 Toe kicks
 & many more options

GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR
We craft our furniture with high qualit, materials. You know, stuff that will last. Plus, we've used our

expertise from two plus decades in the broadcast furniture industry to bring innovation and efficiency.
That means a savings to you. Best of all, because our furniture is modular, you can choose exactly the

features you want and pay for none you don't need. Now, that's getting what you pay for.

Serving Broadcasters for 26 years  www.graham-studios.com  Toll Free 866.481.6696
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NewTek
1TiCaster Studio By Robert Chickering

At

the risk of dropping an over -used phrase, NewTek TriCaster is truly
a plug -and -play device. It allows the non -technical user to begin
webcasting with the production effects of ESPN. It's a PC built in a

case that includes audio/video I/O on the front and the standard PC con-
nections on the back. Its combination video effects/switcher and powerful PC
will stream, play and record video all at the same time.

The unit boots to a standard Windows active desktop with choices to launch
TriCaster or configure it. The launch screen includes video preview monitors,
a vectorscope, program and preview monitor as well as two video playback

decks. There are multiple other tabs for video setup,
audio mixing, titles, video input configuration and
record/streaming settings.

Simply simple
We have had the unit for more than a year,

and I am extremely happy with its reliability and
features. It also is very intuitive, and users have the
ability to train themselves on its functions.

I have a long history of building my own audio/
video encoders and finding some sort of video I/O

Performance at a glance
Video capture, editing

and streaming

Accepts up to
six cameras

Balanced mic/line
audio VO

Records 20 hours of
MPEG-2 video

Weighs 191bs

card as well as an external switcher and monitors.
TriCaster eliminated all of that into one neatly as-
sembled box. It's also road ready. My favorite use
was placing it under an end table in a Naples
condo living room for a one -week broadcast there.
I have shipped the unit to locations, and with a
simple high-speed wired Internet connection I'm
on the air. Once on the road I can easily run the
radio show as well as the webcam.

The keyboard hot keys allow transitions as well
as direct camera or source cuts. I can automate the

transitions to play video roll and at the conclusion of
a video playlist it will auto transition to the camera
setup in the preview window. Each input features
video input status closures; we use these at live events
to provide a source tally on each live camera.

Various models of TriCaster are available, and
each is scalable depending on the video source
requirements, number of inputs and video playback
needs. Our unit is the Studio model, which has
six video inputs and four audio inputs. The audio
sources can be linked in stereo or run mono and
configured for mic or line level through the user
interface page. The software mixer has pan and
EQ or each channel as well as variable level if

needed. Each video playback deck (DDR) has all
the normal playback controls like pause and fast
forward. It also allows the user to vari-speed play
and scroll search to a desired point in a video.

The system comes with a complete array of titles
and dissolve effects, which gives a video produc-
tion a clean, professional look. Included with our
unit was the LiveSet feature that allows users with
a green screen to place talent on various news/
entertainment sets. We have started to use this feature

for our Show Biz top 5 daily video, and the look is
much more professional. Our YouTube views have
doubled. If you are looking for a way to edit video
and capture from a video camera you can place
the unit in capture or production mode.

Streaming setup is found on the record/stream
page's on -screen interface. There are many Flash
encoding presets, and one can easily set up a
stream to existing services.

Using TriCaster, we are able to stream the radio
show live and provide commercial or entertainment
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videos during breaks. Frequently we are able to B
roll in video while a topic is being covered on the
air. For example, we have a weekly feature called
Music That Makes You Cooler. We roll videos of
the artists while Kidd is playing the audio on the
air. The multiple video playback decks make this
very easy as we stack content to cover our com-
mercial breaks and come back live to one of our
five studio cameras.

The recording capabilities of the unit have stream-
lined our operation. We record every live segment
while they air and save each segment to an external
hard drive. This allows us to pull moments from the
show and post them for playback on our website,
archive interviews and replay the show segments
in a loop through the playback stack on the video
player (DDRI so viewers can watch the show all

day. This has increased our viewer numbers ana
makes the stream something we can sell to advertis-
ers. We will also rerun segments of the show from
weeks past during commercial breaks.

I know it's odd to think that a

radio station needs to have a
tool like a TV station, but with
mobile viewing and listening
you can take advantage of
the entertaining things going
on in the radio station and
bring that visual to the listener.

We started out with a few
hundred watching our live camera feed and now
easily have 3,000 to 4,000 viewers. In one year
we have had more than 7 million hits to our Ustream

page. Much of that is due to using TriCaster and
providing a view into the show that is
more than a static camera in the corner
of the room. Supplementing conversation

with B roll or pictures of an event or bit,
and during the break providing the full
view of what happened, adds up to
taking radio to the next level - convert-
ing your I steners to viewers.

NewTek
P 800-847-6111

W www.newtek.com

E sales@newtek.com
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ChIckering is VP operations/engineer-
ing, Yea Network, Kidd Kraddick in the
Morning.

Ecru S note: Feld Reports are an exclusve Radio
magazine feature for radio broadcasters. Esch report
is prepared by well -qualified staff at a radio station,
production fajity or consulting company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the
industry. Marulacturer support is limited to oroviding
ban equipment aid to acing the author if requested.
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STL made simple with the Barix Reflector

Barix IP Audio - Intelligent Products around Audio,
Streaming and Control www.barix.com
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Instant remote reboot
Broadcast Tools

WebSwitch: The WebSwitch is a solution for instant
remote reboot or remote control over the
Internet. It offers iwo power outlets, which
can be independently controlled using a
Web browser or Web -enabled mobile
device. It is completely self-contained
and includes a built-in Web server and

internal power supply. It is simple to set up
and can be configured in minutes using its

built-in configuration Web pages. Each outlet
can be configured for standard mode or auto-

matic reboot mode. In standard mode, users can
remotely control each outlet. In automatic reboot

mode, WebSwitch will ping a specified IP address
, cle that outlet if a number of pings fail.

877-250-5575; www.broadcasttools.com
bti@broadcasttools.com

DC power panels
Optim Engineering
RIGrunner: These dc power panels are
the 12Vdc equivalent of the 120Vac outlet
strips. A power strip with safe standardized
connections is needed as much for dc as ac.
These panels are a safe and convenient way to
connect dc equipment to o power source. Every
RlGrunner uses the Anderson Powerpole connectors to standardize all dc
connections. Powerpoles are polarized, hot swappable, insulated and
genderless connectors designed specifically for high current dc
203-299-0233; www.optimengineering.com; sales@optimengineering.com

T -bar fluorescent ceiling
luminaires
Ledtronics

CLL2X2-400-TPW-001W: LED re-

placements for recessed T -bar fluorescent
ceiling luminaires, CLL2X2-400-TPW-001W
uses only 24W power and replaces
2'x2'standard fluorescent 64W units, while
CLL2X2-800-TPW-001W consumes less
than 36W and replaces 80W fluorescent
fixtures. They operate on a voltage range of
100-277Vac, providing solid-state 5000K
pure -white lighting that creates less heat
compared to conventional lighting, reducing
air conditioning demands. The LEDtronics
Uminaires offer up to 300 percent longer
lifespan compared to fluorescent lamps,
using up to 50 percent less energy than
standard fluorescent 2'x 2' panels, without
compromising on performance

800-579-4875; www.ledtronics.com
webmaster@ledtronics.com

Be Tempted. B = Very Tempted.
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TRANSLANTECH SOUND, LLC

50 West 10Sth Street #5C, New York, NY

212.222.0330 salesOPtranslantech.com

www.translantech.com
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Ribbon Ink's
Audio-Technica
AT4080, AT4081:
Audio-Technica 's R&D team

in Japan engineered and
manufactured the AT4080
and AT4081 utilizing a
hand -built, proprietary
design. Both offer smooth,
warm and natural sound
with precise, articulate
detail to meet critical re-

quirements. With 18 patents pending,
Audio-Technica's ribbon transducer
advances the evolution of ribbon micro-
phone technology, combining remark-
able durability and high SPL capability
with smooth, rich audio quality.

330-686-2600
www.audio-technica.com

sales@atus.com

Radio tagging system
Jump2Go
RadioTag Plus: RadioTag Plus is
u wuy .nteracting with radio
audiences via iTunes and Zune song
tagging. The system consists of the
JumpGate, a black box that fits in the
palm of a hand. It comes with either
one or three serial ports and an Ether-
net connection. The software runs an
advarKed RBDS application that talks to

automation systems, iTunes, Jump2Go's

data center, processes RBDS song tag-

ging, tags commercials, generates RT+
and irterfoces with Ando ad -insertion
and streaming audio encoders. This
eliminates working with INI and config
files. Stations can earn commissions on

songs sold
425-621-9043; www.jump2go.com

allen@jump2go.com

www. pulse. com

DB9 adapter
Sealevel
T834: The DB9F-to rt_:; urinal block adapter o;

fern a simple solution for connecting field wiring to
DB9 connectors on USB Serial adapters, Ethernet
Serial Servers, and other Sealevel RS -485 products
with a DB9M connector. Featuring a standard -size
DB9 connector, the adapter works with 2- and 4 -wire RS -
485 networks and can be easily secured to the serial port with
thumbscrews to prevent accidental disconnection. The adopter
DB9M RS -485 pin out and is RoHS compliant

864-843-4343; www.sealevel.com; sales@sealevel.com

TEN MILLION CIRCUITS
SHIPPED AND COUNTING!

lot

The new PCAU-SUITE T1 Codec/

Studio-to-Trasnmitter-Link does it all.

Free Ethernet over Ti

Free Enhanced apt -X-

Free Full Duplex Stereo

Free Lightning Protection

Free Ti Drop & Continue

800 841.1005

matches Sealevel's

Online video platform
Triton Digital Media
VMIX: VMIX provides a white label, software as a service (SaaS) online video and
photo platform. It builds and collects libraries of video content relevant to an audience.
It creates video blogs from a station's personalities, manages listener -generated uploads
to encourage interaction, creates and executes video contests and promotions, sells
advertising and sponsorships and : 4 - impaigns, and dry -.e.

818-528-8860; www.tritondigitalmedia.com; solutions@tritondigitalmedia.com

The new

Studio -to Transmitter -Link does it

all - and protects against Hackers.

Malicious viruses. Power outages

and Uncompressed HD bit error

corruption. Even automatic and

instant switching to analog links if

digital links fail.

PCAU-SUITE Tt Coded/

All with a new hybrid IP-T1 "Best of

Both Worlds- architecture to leverage

studio IP with the Armored T1 PCAU-

SUITE for real world resiliency. security

and quality. That fact is. Tis cost less

today, so you can have it all. Secure

HD. FM and AM with Enhanced

apt -X- 24 -bit clarity. Ethernet -over -Ti,

RS232 and telemetry.

Pulsecom is a Registered Trademark of Hubbell Incorporate::

(NYSE: HUBA. HUBS). apt -X" is a trademark of Audi.

Processing Technology Licensing Ltd
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Four -channel digital audio delay
Sonifex

RB-DD4: The RB-DD4 four -channel digital audio delay can
delay four mono channels of audio independently or together.
Each channel delay is user -selectable from multiples of common

video frame rates, or a user -defined value set via the serial
interface. The unit is perfect for synchronizing audio to video
that has been delayed by processing latency, or for matching
analog and digital streams for HD Radio. Using a front -panel
button, the user selects which channel needs to be delayed.
There is also an all option. Then using another front -panel button
the length of delay is set. The connectivity allows for AES3,
S/PDIF and TOSLink. All three can be used simultaneously.

207-773-2424; www.independentaudio.com
info@independentaudio.com

THE FUTURE OF RADIO

HAS ARRIVED.
THIS IS
ITS CARD.

H)) Radios
mp3 iwx 50.t.P1

Meet the ASI8914 PCI tuner adapter with HD Radio

technology. Receive and record four different digital

HD Radio 'channels from a single antenna input.

Record in PCM, MPEG-1 Layer 2 and MP3. Each tuner

can decode and stream the HD Radio' Program

Associated Data (PAD) data and RDS/RBDS data for

analog FM. HD Radio" multi -cast is supported, allowing

the audio and PAD stream to be switched between the

Main Program Service (MPS) and Secondary Program

Services (SPS) under software control. Are you ready

for the future of radio? The ASI8914 is ready for you.

For information, call +1-302-324-5333 or email us at

salesasi@audioscience.com.

 Up to 4 channels of
HD Radio" audio/
data capture

 MRX technology for
independent sample
rates (8 - 48Hz) for
each stream

 Up to 8 cards in one
system

 Windows XP/Server
2003/Windows 7
and Linux software
drivers available

HO Radio is a proprietary trademark ,B,Idr Dv, Co,p

BY/17/519,90,40C4.07 www.audioscience.com

4r-vo-A72.;wfilr

UPGRADES and UPDATES
Comrex has approved an app for
iPhone users that will connect to
Access and Bric-Link codecs. Media5
Fore is a SIP client softphone app
that runs on the Apple iPhone or iPod
Touch. (www.comrex.com)...JK Audio
is slipping its BlueDriver wireless audio
interfaces. The BlueDriver received a
Radio magazine Pick Hit a the 2010
NAB Show. (www.ikaudio.com)...The
Society of Broadcast Engineers has
released the new SBE CertPreview, its
certification exam preparation software.
The new version runs on Windows
and Mac. (www.sbe.org)...Digital Alert
Systems has partnered with WideOrbit
to integrate Digital Alert Systems'
Dasdec-II EAS platform with WideOrbit's
WO Automation for Radio.
(www.chigitalalertsystems.co
www.wideorbit.com)

I

1

Advanced Wattchman Monitor°/Alarm
For Analog and Digital Broadcasting

The Model 81094 is the first in a series of Internet/Intranet accesible
Advanced Wattchman- Wattmeter/Alarm systems that will monitor
both forward and reflected power in two transmission lines with only
one controller. Unlike previously available systems that needed one
controller for each transmission line. the Advanced Wattchman" will
monitor two lines (4 pots). The front panel display shows power on
both systems simultaneously. Operating conditions may also be
displayed on a PC from any location on the Internet/Intranet.

It is designed to work with a series of specialized line sections from
7/8" to 6-1/8" and standard Coaxial Dynamics elements for either
analog or digital applications.

Coaxial Dynamics 6800 Lake Abram Drive  Middleburg His, OH 44130

Phone: 440-243-1100 Toll Free: 800 -COAXIAL Fax: 440-243-1101

sales@coaxialcom  www.coaxialcom
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Audio/midi interfaces
Cakewalk

UA-1G, UM -1G, UM -2G,
UM -3G: The UA-1G is u Lori ipuu
USB audio interface that offers qual-
ity sound via multiple connection
options and a user-friendly design.
Features include stereo input/
output at 24-bit/96kHz audio
quality, high -end A/D and D/A
converters, large input level knob,
'/4" jack with Hi -Z option, Electret
condenser mic input, RCA and
optical S/PDIF I/O, headphone
output, USB power, SONAR LE and
low -latency ASIO 2.0, WDM and
Core Audio support.

617-423-9004
www.cakewalk.com

Microphone cable
Rapcohorizon

Dominator Diamond Crystal
Series: expansion of the company s
Dominut_A line, this limited edition se-
ries of guitar and microphone cables
adds sparkle to any performance with
an RHC-exclusive pink Neutrik Crystal -
CON XLR embellished with Swarovski
crystals. This series offers the same
high -end, distinct variations of sound
as RHC's traditional product lines, but
with an added visual appeal. A rugged
TechFlex outer jacket allows the glimmer
of this new cable to be added to any
performance, indoors or out. Cables
feature a 22ga silver-plated center
conductor, which gives them a high-class
performance, and a 95 percent silver-
plated braided shield that maximizes
frequency response.
573-651-6500; www.rapcohorizon.com

info@rapcohorizon.com

Acoustics First®
Materials to Control Sourd
and Elim nate Noise TM

Absorbers, Diffusers, Barriers and Vibration Control Materials

1488-765-2900
Web: http://www.acousTicsfirst.com

Time 111.P.'
t

-to f_i ri

324 72 IS 513 @slaw on INKSTER CLOCK
LT/

ESE

ES-185U/NTP GPS Master Clock
With ESE's Master Clock, you can display Ur iversal Time Code
via the 12 -channel GPS reciever and gelerat?. many types of
Time Code (NTP, 3MPTE/EBU, IRIG-B, ESE-TC89, ESE-TC90
RS232C/ASCII, & USB), and an extreme y accurate 1PPS signal.

You can also easily interface with new or existing computers,
aJtomation and clock systems. V sit www.ese-web.com for
a I your time synchronization needs.

ESE, 142 Sierra street, El Segundo, C.' 90245 USA, "el (310) 322-2136
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RAIL
ON AIR

MODEL 340

MX12LW

DYNAMAX MX SERIES
 6 to18 channel configurations
 24 or 36 inch wide frames
 2" or 3" wide module options
 4 Output Buss (two Stereo
and two Mono)

 Metering for all 4 Outputs
 2 - 4X1 auxiliary inputs standard
 Mic preamp on first two channels

215-547-2570
www.sandiesusa.com

SAN DIES

MX12E

MODEL 343

Find the mic winner
May issue

Congratulations to Stephen Portie
of KSLU, Hammond, LA.

His name was drawn from the correct entries for the M
issue. He won a Hosa MSK-41 1 Musician's Survival Kit.

The mic icon was hiding as the
headphone cable connector.

www.hosatech.com
No purchase necessary.

For complete rules, go to RadioMagOnline.com.

GALLERY
,Transcom
Lorporation

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters

Authorized Representatives tar all major equipment manufacturers

USED FM TRANSMITTERS
1 KW 2009 Crown FM1000E (demo), solid state
2 KW 2001 BE FM2-C, solid state
2 KW 2005 Harris Z2, solid state
3.5+1.75KW 2007 BE FMi301, solid sate
4 KW 2007 BE FM4C, solid state
5 KW 1991 Harris HT5
14+5 KW 2005 BE Fmi1405 (IBOC) HD, solid state
20 KW 2005 BE FM2OS, solid state
27.5 KW 1986 Continental 816R -4B, solid state IPA
35 KW 1986 BE FM35A

USED AM TRANSMITTERS
5 KW 1987 Harris MW5B
50 KW 2006 Harris 3DX50 Destiny

EXCITERS
Used Harris 2nd Generation Digit Exciter
Used BE Fxi-250 FM & HD Exciter
Used BE Fxi-250 FM & HD Exciter with

Exgine card
Used BE XPi 10, HD Generator

NEW TV TRANSMITTERS
Visit our website for the latog sales

Special Discount Pricing On:
VHF and UHF TV Antennas (10w to 10kW)
TV STL

USED MISC. EQUIPMENT
Used Bird Wattmeter
Used Crown D75 Amplifier

Please visit our web site, www.fmamtv.com for current listings or
CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361

GALLERY

^0
Aux
Send

BluePack"
JK Audio"

See the rest
of the story at

www.jkaudio.com

JK Audio
Your Low Cost Solution for Monitoring

Audio and EAS Receivers

EAS Received 21190009 7 26 12 AM
[Stkee, hay.s;publicgtheStuthorlawk con,

ray_sOdssaemyStalron con,
A axoricaot .cation or table system has i 

intrinsic et

H AWK
+ Monitors 8 status channels,

$650 8 analog channels and 8 relays
Expandable to 24 channels

+ Emails or text messages of alarms

FREE demo at www.TheStudioHawk.com
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GALLERY

Throwing it away isn't an option.

Our competition may have led you to believe that
you know them, or that you can trust them. But
the plain truth is that they lust want your cash,
and lots of it!

In a time w,en cash is scarce, a better concept
in sales, perhaps E more progressive one, is to
work for a smaller Drofit and pass the savings
along to tha customer.

Realize the saving; you can put in your pocket.

Call, click, or stop by Progressive Concepts today!

THE BEST IN BROADCAST ELECTRONICS SINCE 1990

pprogressive concepts
305 South Bartlett Road  Streamwood, IL 6010:

wvw.progressive-concepts.com
(630) 736-9822

Remote Control PowEr!
_.._41r617159T-

Sicon-8 - Web & Olaf -fe Control
The Sicon-8 lets you control your site via Internet with its internal Weo
server. via telephone, auto -answering cell phone or our free software
Setup is a breeze using the Sicontroller software that also includes
scripting, email alerts. multi -site management. virtual metering & more!

IncludesL11.11P Action
a Sequences!1:Jr111""

DT -232 - Multi Purpose Dial -up Controller
An inexpensive dial -up remote control with amazing capabilities! Gives
you DTMF access to 4. programmable relays that respond to any DTMF
tone or sequence. Serial data outputs in your. user -defined, format tor
interfacing to virtually any piece of hardware. Accepts ASCII input from

its serial port to generate tones. Includes free setup & control software.

-

Silence Sentinal ushers in a new era of analog audio monitoring. Mc nitor
your audio from any Web browser. When silence is detected, it can
perform user -programmed, automated, sequences of actions & can also
respond to user control via the network or via external status inputs.

Get info on these & other great remote
control products at www.ercultwerkes.com

MOORETRON IX
HROADCATT & INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

Our 5th Year
Our client list continues to grow. Thank you

for yoJr confidence and equipment purchases.

We Re -Condition
Pacii Recorders BMX AMX, ABX and
RMX, Stereo -Mixer and Mixer News -Mixer

products.

Now available, the MOORETRONIX GPI interface.

This is a direct replacement for the PR&E CI -2 interface.

Use where OPTO ISOLATION is needed between your device

and console logic. Eac, module comes with connectors, pins and
instructions. Optional manting panel for 8 modules and

2 Warning Light relays.

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM
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Transmitting & Audio Tubes
Semiconductors

Taylor
Eimac

Amperex
MA/Com

Immediate

Shipment

from Stock

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol  We Export

760-744-0700 - 800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

www.rfparts.com
E mail:

rfp@rfparts.com

RE

Lie RF
Sea.. /967w

BF PRIM
COMPANY

FCC Certified
FM Stereo Transmitters

GET ON -THE -AIR, STAY ON -THE -AIR!

V SOW RF output continuous duty!
V Auto protect, auto soft fail, auto restore!
%/ Automatic battery backup!
S, Digital display of all parameters!
V Simple to install!
What's the bottom line? To stay on the air! The PX50
was designed with that in mind! Auto monitoring of all
parameters, with automatic power reduction and restore
on VSWR and temperature errors! No more down time
AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus the PX50 is
FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 8 74 (PF3PX50) and
Industry Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you
never have to worry about non compliance! Make your
life easy with the PX50 from Ramsey!

THE ORIGINAL...
"STATION -IN -R -BOX"

Since the introduction of our
"Station -In -A -Box" hundreds have

been put in service worldwide!
From temporary locations, rapid deploy-

ment installations, to emergency broadcast facilities,
there is no quicker way to get on the air!

Custom designs include full audio production and con-
trol, record and playback of CD's, CD -R's, MP3's, MD's,
and cassettes. Quick deployment antennas with LMR
cable make installation a breeze. When you simply
have to get on the air anywhere, rely on the proven and
original "Station -In -A -Box" from Ramsey!

rAti, RAMSEY ELECTRONICS, LLC
690 Fothro. Mallon Dove, Victor, NY 14564

e, , BOO 446 7/5', ',85424 4560
,N www.ramseybroadcastcom

MI 17M
BROADCAST
MAGNETICS
 New, Rebuilt, Retrofit
 Plate, Filament
 Transformers
 DC, AC Chokes

1 Ph, 3Ph, Toroidal

MS
Magnetic Specialties, Inc.

192 Keystone Drive

Telford, PA 18969
Phone: 267-384-5231

Fax: 267-384-5236

Email: info@magspecinc.com

www.magspecinc.com

Aim 44111111r"

nott ltd
3R111 La Plata Hey
Farmingtiin. \Sl 87401

Phone 505-32-.5646
Fas 505-325-I142

Folded Unipole

Antennas

Detuning
Systems

Gilastat
Lighnimg

Dissipation
Systems

Nello Towers

Radian/Rohn
Towers

www.nottltd.com
info@nottltd.com

DO WE HAVE A FLASHER FOR YOU!

NO, NOT THAT ONE,
®gyp

INTRODUCING THE STUDIO

UNE Sniff
HE FIRST PHONE FLASHER, ALERT
AND DOOR INDICATOR SYSTEMS

THAT ARE DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY
FOR BROADCASTERS, WITH THE

FOLLOWING FEATURES,
 Distinctive color multiple ultra -brute wide angle LED

flashers and distinctive audible alerts for both
phone. alert or door

 Single line stand-alone units and multi -line systems
available with up to 12 lines in and up to 5 display
indicator modules

 Audible alerts muted by contact closure or logic low
 Driving voltage output provided for the DME Solid
State Relay Pack for lighting incandescent lamps
Adjustable volume for audible alerts (Off -Low -High)

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PRICING, ETC. ABOUT THESE AND OTHER

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS FOR THE BROADCASTER PLEASE VISIT OUR

WEBSITE AT

IVIVENIENINIERINACOM
805-987-7881 800-249-0487

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

,10,,y -Rice in Hawaii U'ang Terrain -3D'"

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage.

./ Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice, TIREM. ITU-R P 1546-1,
PTP, FCC and others with Probe 4 rm

wSearch FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommandernA
Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro 2 TN

4Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain-3Drm

oft
64464UNK

Am.#kgt Mr.g

The leader in broadcast
engineering consulting

software

www v -soft com 800 743-3684
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Modular Operation in Op -X allows
for a tiered system at a fraction of
the cost of it's competitors.
Each studio client is capable
of accessing all Audio Server
modules on the network.
Remote voice -tracking allows for
creation of content for remote
studios also running Op -X.
The revolutionary design of
Op -X's clock builder turns the
previous task of scheduling
satellite programming into a
few simple clicks.
Share serial devices from any
machine using the Op -X Serial
Server.
Importing logs now gets its own
module that takes confusion out
of the process.
Engineers will enjoy Op -X
because it's easy to install,
maintain, and has automatic
backup features.

1.111111111111111111111.111111111.11

A last pared statiin needs a system that can
keep up aad is easy to use. Op -X gives us the
tools we need to aeliver the sound Houstonians
have come to exprct from KRBE."

-Leslie Whittle. Program Director
KRBE, heuston, TX
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DONE

AUTOMATION
SIMPLE  POWERFUL  REDUNDANT

Not since Axia audio-over-IP was introduced

to the broadcast industry have we at BGS been so excited! It is

with great enthusiasm we'd like to invite you to take a look at the

new Op -X Radio Automation delivery system for any single or multi -

station cluster. Op -X's versatility allows it to operate seamlessly with

either Axia lP-Audio networks or legacy audio consoles.

Broadcasters
General Store

352-622-7700
www.bgs.cc



CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

Running to the site?

Time to Remote the site I

Stackley Devices. LLC

(609) 647-9677

www.remote-outieLcom

Acoustics First'
... . 888.765-2900
Materials to Control Sound
and Eliminate NoiseTM
http://www.acousticsfirst.com

The Radio Technology
is also the Radio Technology
Podcast Leader
Access the latest podcasts at
RadioMagOnline.com/podcast

Get your own copy!
Each month. the Radio
Technology Leader brings
you the latest must -read
information:
 Managing Technology
 Trends in Technology
 Facility Showcase
 RF Engineering
 Field Reports
 New Products
 FCC Update

Rad!
71.11- 1.10.11,1 1.1.1010.111/ I .1

To start your own FREE
subscription, go to

subscribe.RadioMagOnline.com?tc=nn6007

and complete the
online form TODAY!
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This month:
Field Report, page 30
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VP Operations/

Engineering
Yea Network,
Kidd Kraddick in
the Morning

been a broadcast
engineer since
1984. His past work
experience includes

being a producer for Morton Downey
Jr., the engineering manager for
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SIGN OFF
by Erin Shipps, associate editor

www.RadiolV'agOnline.com

Do you remember?

Marcus Brooke,
managing director

of Sonifex;
Mark Goodwin,

chairman of
Hospital Radio
Bedford (HRB);
and Chris Stills,

technical director
of Sonifex with

the Sonifex mixing
console used by
HRB since 1978.

C

a)

0
c

Hospital Radio Bedford (HRB) is a registered
charity that started broadcasting from a 12'x10'
room in Bedford Hospital, Bedfordshire, UK, on
June 28, 1975. It now has three large studios, a
recora library and a reception area in the main
hospital building. In 1978, HRB commissioned
Sonifex to hand -build a mixer for its studio. The
mixer has been used almost every day, has under-
gone three studio relocations, and after 30 years
of service (with dedicated care and maintenance
from the HRB studio engineers) was still going
strong. Last year, as replacement parts were no
longer available for the console, HRB decided
to replace the aging mixer with a new Sonifex
S2- digital I/O analog radio broadcasting split
mixer. As the original console was still in such
good condition, it was decided that it should
be returned to Sonifex for posterity.

Sample andriarm"m"
American Idol on the radio

Mediabase, a music monitoring service, released a report analyzing the effect of the artists
who have appeared on Fox Television's "American Idol" from the last eight seasons. Since its
debut, "American Idol" has had a large impact on radio airplay. Four performers have achieved
more than 1 million U.S. radio spins from 2002-2009. Acts from the showhave received airplay
at every major radio format from Top 40 to Urban, Country, AC and Rock.
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WHY PAY A FORTUNE

FOR AUTOMATION ?

l'tUJVJ' QC.

asca491.1KNI l) 2 11.6

20017 fricksectoar

. Avid]

03 35.5.

Digilink-Xtreme
only $11:10 per month

support, training, upgrades

the best automation in Radio, period !

Join the hundreds...
.. of others on air with Digilink-Xtreme, the best automation system in Radio. Full featured, it is

easy to install, use, and maintain. Best of all, it is easy to buy. Choose from either the no con-

tract $100 per month 'Solutions Program' from Arrakis Systems or buy 'Xtreme-Complete' out-
right for only $6,500 from Broadcast Supply Worldwide (BSW)

www. akis-systems.com 970-461-0730 ext 309
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Whether you're networking two studios in the same building or two buildings across town, award -
winning WheatNet-IP has you wired. It's as simple as plug and play - drop a BLADE and a control

surface wherever you need a networked console or drop a BLADE wherever you need to route audio
or automation data. WheatNet-IP configures itself and you're up and running. Since the core of

every BLADE contains the DNA of the entire system, you have the ultimate redundancy right out of
the box. Simple. Ultra reliable. AND - this may surprise you - WheatNet-IP is the most economical
professional system you can get. Each WheatNet-IP system is made in the USA and is backed by
the years of experience that have made Wheatstone the number one name in networked audio.

If you're thinking IP, think WheatNet-IP. Only from Wheatstone.

ALIDID NETWDIRKING-SIMPLY EVDLVED
phone 1.252.638-7000 I www.wheatstone.corn I sales@wheatstone.com




